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"There's no need for that! Elder Yates, Elder Quinn, you two should be in charge of keeping Sherlyn and Mason safe! I can

handle the Scarlet Thief by myself! I don't need your help!” Leon reminded them when he overheard Henry and Chandler's plans

to help him.

He knew full well that although Henry and Chandler's assistance would greatly aid him in defeating the Scarlet Thief, it would,

unfortunately, leave Sherlyn and Mason unguarded and therefore create the chance for the Scarlet Thief to ambush them!

If that happened, the three of them would be forced to adopt a position of passivity, which would not bode well in their favor!

It was far more desirable for him to take on the Scarlet Thief himself!

He knew that it would be a matter of time before he could take down the Scarlet Thief, and he did not need Henry or Chandler's

help!

"Um," Henry and Chandler exchanged surprised looks when they heard this. Although Leon disarmed the Scarlet Thief just now,

they both knew that he just got lucky and gained the upper hand because of his armor!

However, knowing that treasures like this usually limited their use to only three times, they were certain that the

Scarlet Thief would have his guard up now, and it would be much harder for Leon to even get another attack in!

Leon's insistence on defeating the Scarlet Thief just based on this was almost comical!

Not only that, but the longer they waited, the more likely it was that Leon would use up his treasure's power, or perhaps it would

get destroyed deliberately by the Scarlet Thief. If that happened, there was no way Leon could get out of this situation alive!

Therefore, the best bet they had was to help Leon bring down the Scarlet Thief together!

Unfortunately, Leon kept on insisting he could take down the Scarlet Thief by himself, which was rather stubborn and bordering

on cocky, even!

Both Henry and Chandler were stunned by how naive Leon was!

"Tsk, you idiot! Do you honestly think you're invincible just because you have some sort of treasure on you? I'll show you who's

boss!" The Scarlet Thief snickered when he heard this, then, without a moment's hesitation, he sent a surge of powerful energy

barreling straight toward Leon!

It was clear that he wanted to first disarm Leon's defense and teach him a lesson about being arrogant!

"Perfect timing!" However, Leon was unfazed by this, he lunged forward and unleashed a surge of energy in retaliation, sending

it storming straight toward the Scarlet Thief!

"You're too naive, twat!" the Scarlet Thief sneered. After witnessing the true extent of Leon's defense, he knew better than to

attack Leon head-on.

This attack was just a distraction, and Leon fell right into his trap!

After Leon unleashed his attack, the Scarlet Thief leaped into the air, dodging Leon's attack nimbly, and circled past Leon at the

speed of light, before Leon could even register what was happening.

Then, he sent a powerful surge of energy barreling straight toward Leon's back!
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